
brand curation
agua essence
agua London employs a team of internationally qualified therapists to 
perform a combination of aesthetic, massage and alternative services. 
agua London has partnerships with the Jing Massage Institute, 
Hydrotherm Ltd and Wellness for Cancer so we are able to adapt our 
menu of treatments for any particular health concerns.

Guests are encouraged to explore a range of fully curated core 
treatments from our agua ESSENCE Menu, which have been carefully 
handpicked by a team of experts and feature exclusive collaborations 
with experts and niche wellness brands listed below. 

therapies
soveral 
Top London facialist and aromatherapist Alexandra Soveral studied 
the skin and organic ingredients extensively before launching her 
eponymous brand. “I am a firm believer in the power of essential oils”, 
she says of her range and is as much in demand for her face-sculpting, 
glow-inducing treatments as she is for her beautifully simple, self-titled 
organic skincare collection. Alexandra oversees all training for Soveral 
treatments performed in agua at Sea Containers London, including 
our exclusive custom and Guru personalized aromatherapy and her 
signature facial. 

natura bisse
Barcelona-born luxury brand Natura Bissé uses ground-breaking 
technology with high-performance, pharmaceutical-grade ingredients 
for targeted anti-aging results. A powerful concentration of amino acids 
stimulates skin cells, fights free radicals and erases imperfections, 
leaving you with radiant, re- textured and visibly youthful skin. 
Treatments and products available for purchase in agua at Sea 
Containers London.

Dr Jackson’s natural products
Developed by Dr. Simon Jackson – a pioneering specialist in the field of 
pharmacognosy – Dr. Jacksons combines cutting-edge science with all-
natural ingredients, to fortify skin’s fabric and reverse existing damage. 
The study of traditional, nature-derived medicine, pharmacognosy aims 
to understand and harness the phenomenal properties of plants and 
centuries-old wisdom – discovering and modifying benefits, which Dr. 
Jackson then distils into his comprehensive skin care line. Brimming 
with clinically proven botanical actives, this is serious skin care for 
purists – beautifully housed, sustainably sourced and phenomenally 
effective Nourishing and reparative Kigelia, Baobab and Shea Butter 
feature in these potent formulas, all made in the UK and housed in 
traditional pharmacy bottles. Exclusive Treatment protocols, including 
our renowned Bust Blossom treatment, and products available for 
purchase in agua at Sea Containers London. 



de mamiel
Annee de Mamiel is a leading authority on acupuncture, 
specializing in facial techniques to create a healthy, vibrant 
appearance and an inner sense of wellbeing. Her bespoke 
and unique treatments have developed a cult-like following 
among beauty editors and consumers alike. This range scours 
the globe for the purest and potent ingredients, blended using 
Annee’s encyclopedic knowledge of Chinese Medicine and our 
skin’s needs at different times of the year. The ingredients are 
even blessed for added good vibrations. Products available for 
purchase in agua at Sea Containers London. 

bio sculpture - evo vegan line
Evo Oxygenating Gel is a revolutionary gel that has evolved 
from Bio sculpture’s Industry leading nail care technology. Evo 
is developed as a one-base-for-all system that lasts up to 3 
weeks, designed to improve air permeability – (the exchange of 
water vapour and oxygen to and from the nail bed), promoting 
nail health. Developed from the base up to provide the best 
combination of performance and safety, Evo contains no organic 
solvents, formaldehyde, DBP or Camphor. Evo Base is infused 
with Vitamin A and Vitamin E and these Vitamins migrate to the 
natural nail after curing Evo Oxygenating Gel is self-levelling, 
gives flexible support that prevents nail plate injury or damage 
and maintains a long-lasting high gloss finish 

ciate 
British beauty favourite Ciaté London is the home of Beauty 
Unexpected. With a passion for colour and creativity and 
renowned for their innovation Ciate London brings you the latest 
in trend-led premium nail and colour. They are committed to 
being Peta Certified, Cruelty Free and many of their products are 
Vegan when indicated. Treatments and Products available for 
purchase in agua at Sea Containers London.

gifts

Lola’s apothecary
The team at Lola’s apothecary believe wellness springs from a 
well of self-love, and living kindly includes being kind to yourself. 
To love yourself is a life-long romance, an incessant work in 
progress that deepens with routine self-care. At the heart of 
Lola’s Apothecary is a belief in wellness and a holistic approach 
to life. - ‘Our dream is that our lovingly handmade products will 
become a blissful part of your daily self-care ritual, that they will 
not only bless you with gorgeous skin, but also provide you with 
a momentary retreat from the vivid dance of life.’ Bath oils and 
Natural candles available for purchase in agua at Sea Containers 
London.


